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Graduations charged with proud energy

Staff Reporter

T

he joyful sounds of parents and family members
ululating and shouting clan names in pride set the
scene as VUT officially opened the 2017 Spring Graduations which took place from 11- 14 September at the
VUT Desmond Tutu Hall, Vanderbijlpark Campus.
In his congratulatory speech, VUT Vice-Chancellor
and Principal, Professor Gordon Zide said that is only
through education that the chains and shackles of poverty will be eliminated. He emphasised the importance
of acquiring knowledge and gaining skills in order to be
better equipped to solve the fundamental social problems facing our country. He said that not many people
realise that the best way to serve our country in these
changing and challenging times is through being educated and informed.
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“To every graduate, this is a very special and a moving moment. You share dreams of your success with
all those who contributed to your education and particularly the members of the community in which you
live, your parents as well as your sponsors. Today
when you get home or before starting with your braais
and parties, just turn to your parents or guardians and
say: ‘Thank You Dad, Mom, Uncle, Aunt for making my
dream come true!’” Prof Zide said with enthusiasm.
The Faculty of Applied and Computer Sciences held
their graduation on 11 September, Management Sciences on the 12th with the Faculties of Engineering and
Technology and Human Sciences hosting their graduation ceremonies on 13 and 14 September respectively.
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“It’s important to
have a PhD” says
DTech Graduate
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When hard
work pays off

Thokozani Xaba was conferred a Doctorate Technologiae Degree
in Chemistry at the graduation ceremony for the Faculty of
Applied and Computer Sciences.

David Ntaote smiles proudly

Qhawekazi Memani

W

ith her eyes fixed on achieving her goal and realising her dream, Thokozani Xaba, a Vaal University
of Technology (VUT) chemistry lecturer was conferred
a Doctorate Technologiae degree in Chemistry on 11
September at the VUT Desmond Tutu Hall during the
Applied and Computer Sciences graduation ceremony.
Her thesis was titled: ‘Synthesis and characterisation
of Metal Oxide Thin Films, Metal Sulfide and Metal Oxide Polymer Nanocomposites and studies of the application in water treatment’.
Dr Xaba, as she now proudly calls herself, was afforded the opportunity to travel abroad to conduct her research project in 2015 at the University of Manchester,
United Kingdom. She’s also the proud recipient of the
Thuthuko funding grant and a sabbatical funding grant
from the National Research Foundation (NRF) for her
research projects in 2014 and 2015 respectively.
During her research, she managed to generate 15 research articles. Twelve have been fully published, with
one already accepted in a peer-reviewed, DHET-accredited journal. All of these opportunities enabled
her to advance in her career and reach this significant
milestone.
Dr Xaba has supervised two Master’s students and over
20 Baccalaureus Technologiae (BTech) students.
“I enjoy studying. In the times that we live in it is important to have a PhD; with a PhD you get recognition
and opportunities follow you. The industry is now looking mostly for people with PhDs. I have learned new
techniques used in Chemistry from the other countries
that I have visited. I apply these skills in my classes.
It is very important to continue with your studies as it
allows you to learn more and be a better person. Doing
this degree was challenging, yet exciting at the same
time,” she said.
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Puleng Maphisa

A

ccording to an article in University World News
(2015), Doctoral graduates increased from 834 to 1
879 between the period of 2000-2012 in South Africa.
This is important for South Africa as research shows
that there is a correlation between the number of PhDs
per population in a country and its GDP growth performance.
Vaal University of Technology’s (VUT), David Ntaote can
proudly add to the numbers – which hopefully have
grown in the past five years. At the age of 33, David
graduated with a Doctorate Technologiae (DTech) degree in Chemistry from the Faculty of Applied and Computer Sciences on Monday, 11 September.
With his eyes beaming with excitement and pride, he
said he couldn’t believe that he was at last reaping the
fruits he’d sown over the past few years. David, who
holds a National Diploma, a Baccalaureus Technologiae (BTech) and a Magister Technologiae (MTech) in
Chemistry from VUT, says he enrolled for his DTech in
July 2013.
With over 16 research articles under his belt, he attributes his achievement to hard work, resilience and discipline. He also states that VUT has helped shape him.
“My journey was not an easy one, I had to go through
many challenges, but it was a joyful journey. I travelled
the world and I have learned a lot because of VUT. You
don’t need to be intelligent to get a degree, you just
need to put in the hard work and be disciplined,” he
said.
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Supervisor
pushes MTech
to graduate

“Nothing
beats
determination”

Sophia Lebohang Chakela is celebrating her
victory after enduring many trials
story was sent in by Sophia Chakela who graduated with a Diploma in Human Resource Management.
This

Isaac Makokoe is an MTech graduate who attributes
his success to his supervisor
Puleng Maphisa
Makokoe now holds a Magister Technologiae
(MTech) in Marketing from Vaal University of TechnoloIgy.saac
He started out in his career as a petrol attendant, be-

came a retail ambassador at British American Tobacco
and is now a Commercial Fuels Area Manager at Engine
Oil Petroleum Company.
However, Mr Makokoe has not had an easy path to success; he mentioned that from his first year at university,
he had financial problems right until he did his MTech
when he was finally able to secure financial assistance from the university. He also had to divide his time
amongst his family, work and studies.
He says it was through the firm support of his supervisor that he managed to graduate: “My supervisor; she is
the best. She pushed me very hard and today I see the
results of the pressure she gave me. She would make
time for me even on Sundays and I owe her a big thank
you for that.”
Mr Makokoe went on to say that in order to succeed in
studies, some things might look difficult, but once a person enrolls and starts networking, everything becomes
easier.
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I finished my matric in 2009 and I didn’t have the registration fee for tertiary education. I had to stay home and
look for a job so that I could save because my aunt was
not working and she could barely provide for me and my
son.
In 2011 I started working at Stats SA as a field worker. I
earned good money which I used to pay for my registration. I didn’t know anything about NSFAS then. I started
studying at VUT in 2012 and stayed in Sharpeville - as it
is my home town. I used to walk to campus every day.
Sometimes I had to skip classes because I would have a
class at 8am that ended at 10am and then have another
class at 3pm. It was hard for me to stay on campus till
the afternoon without anything to eat since the morning.
I failed my first year because of missing classes.
In 2013, I repeated first year and in September 2014 my
uncle passed on. It was during semester tests and I failed
some modules, but that didn’t stop me from dreaming.
In 2015, I came back to register only to find that I was
blocked and had to pay 25% of my debt. I didn’t have it. It
was painful because at home no one was working and I
couldn’t afford to pay. I had to take another gap year, but
I told myself that I would not give up.
I submitted my CV so that I could find a job and pay that
money. Because God has plans for our lives, I got permanent employment at Mr Price. I came back to VUT in
2016. I registered part-time because I had a permanent
job and I could study and provide for my family at the
same time. I told myself that nothing beats determination in life. I have to push and push hard. I passed all
my modules, even though I was attending classes while
I was still tired from work.
In 2017 I was left with one module and I did well.
Today, 12 September, I am graduating and I am proud of
myself. No one believed in me because I had a child at
an early age.
I wish that all the youth out there, especially teenage
mothers, would realise that a child is not a burden in
their lives. If they want to be successful they can be, regardless of the situation at home.
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Cousins make it together, in
spite of their challenges

It’s a celebration for Dineo and Nomathemba Harmans
Qhawekazi Memani

“

If you work hard and persevere, you can get what you
want in life. We were each other’s pillars throughout
our life journeys. With our family’s support as well, we
now stand proud, excited and numb at the same time,”
said the Harmans cousins, Dineo and Nomathemba.
While it is a moment worth celebrating for the Harmans
family, the cousins had mixed feelings as they graduated with their Diplomas in Retail Business Management
on the 12 September during the VUT Spring Graduation.
This is because their journey at VUT has not been an
easy one. There were times when Nomathemba had

been sick and was diagnosed with tuberculosis (TB).
The cousins would be forced to skip classes and tests
in order to cope, but through it all they stood by one another. Having withstood this and other challenges, they
are happy to have graduated.
They are a true example of the saying: ‘Blood is thicker than water’ and many students who know them can
attest to this.
They are currently unemployed, but are both planning
to pursue their Baccalaureus Technologiae (BTech) in
Retail Business Management next year.

Former SRC president graduates
with second B-tech
Puleng Maphisa

F

ormer Vaal University of Technology (VUT), Student
Representative Council (SRC) President, Sanele
Goodman Dlamini graduated with his second B-Tech in
Human Resources Development. His first qualification
which was a BTech in Human Resource Management
from the Faculty of Management Sciences was received
in 2012, while serving as the President of VUT SRC.
Sanele joined the SRC in 2010, with the position of
Treasurer General until 2011. Those close to him say he
served as a charismatic leader. His main focus was on
his academics. He said that being a student President
was difficult during that time because he had to maintain a positive balance between his school work and being a hands on leader, working with students.
He is one of the few leaders who truly led by example,
showing that education is the key to success. His mes-
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sage to fellow student leaders is; “leaders, you will always be remembered in leadership for what you have
built rather than what you have destroyed.”
He further quoted VUT Vice-Chancellor and Principal,
Professor Gordon Zide’s words, “If you do good, continue doing good.” Sanele, says he values both qualifications. However, it’s the second one he values more because he found it more challenging, especially because
he had to balance between work and studies.
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Secunda campus graduate,
inspired by love

Passion; a main
driver for
choosing this
field...

A proud moment: Tlau Molokomme proudly holds
her twins on her graduation day.
Henry Nieuwenhuis and his family
Puleng Maphisa

“

During your life here at VUT, you’ve made new friends
and enemies along the way. You’ve met people whom
you fell in love with and people you started to hate.”
These words formed part Professor Raymond Mabuza Executive Dean of the Faculty of Applied and Computer
Science’s speech.
Prof Mabuza was the acting Vice-Chancellor and Principal at the graduation ceremony of the Faculty Engineering and Technology which took place on 13 September. Love causes one to do many things, and in such
instances, love led Henry Nieuwenhuis to study at VUT.
Henry says he came to the VUT Secunda campus because of love. Taking us through his journey, he explains that his move to Secunda was because the woman he loves, who is now his wife, stays there. He then
joined Sasol where he received a bursary to study at
VUT, six years ago. He studied and is now a graduate in
Power Engineering, he now holds a National Diploma
and has enrolled for a BTech in Power Engineering.
His position at Sasol has motivated him to do his BTech.
As an Electrician SCO (Sasol, Chemical, and Operation)
Nitro Explosive, he believes that doing his B-tech will
give him the skills and knowledge he needs. He’ll also
be capable of producing quality work, as an expert in
the field.
Henry attributes his success to his wife. He said that
he appreciates her support and that she’s the greatest
pillar of strength. “My wife made me not to give up on
my studies and this is what I say to others, never give
up, follow your dreams and you will achieve what you
want,” said Henry.
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A

dorned in beautiful eye catching African
print dresses with her two bundles of joy
(twins), is Tlau Molokomme a Chemical Engineering student who obtained her National
Diploma in Chemical engineering on 13 September.
“Studying is hard, but rewarding. When you
pass in each of the semesters that is motivation enough for you to push forward,” said
Tlau.
On her journey towards chasing her dreams
she fell pregnant with her twins. Although
overwhelmed with emotion and fear, after
finding out, she did not let that stop her from
achieving her goals.
Graduating in the broadest engineering field
gives her so much joy and hope for the future.
“The Faculty of Engineering and Technology
is one of those faculties that will allow you to
contribute not only to the engineering sector
but can also help conserve the environment.
It should not be about the money but the
passion that one has for the chosen career
path, if not you will not enjoy,” she said with
a bright smile.
The student is currently working in a Chemical Engineering company in Kempton Park
and doing her Baccalaureus Technologiae
Degree (BTECH) in Chemical Engineering,
with the Vaal University of Technology (VUT).
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Graduate dedicates his success
to his late mom graduation ceremonies. Expressions such as “indla-

Ronald Masina and his family
Qhawekazi Memani

V

aal University of Technology’s (VUT) Engineering
and Technology Faculty is filled with diverse cultures and languages much so often that when Engineering students graduate, parents and guardians
are heard ululating and chanting clan praises during

la imkile” simply meaning there is no more poverty
or hunger are heard across the hall. These are proud
parents who believe that education opens the doors to
success, alleviating poverty and its effects.
Civil Engineering graduate, Ronald Masina, expressed
his joy and excitement, the graduate said that graduating ultimately means a better life for him and his family
– who has been supportive throughout his journey. He
described this journey as being very hard and intense
but the support of his family, it became an easy one.
Mina Masina, Ronald’s grand mother said she is happy
to see her grandchild graduating. She said that she’s
been very ill, however, upon hearing the news of Ronald’s graduation, she became well immediately. The
good news uplifted her spirit and she wanted to see her
grandson walk across that stage. She said she wishes
Ronald a success journey ahead. “He must go forward.
He has been a good child and loves his family and that
will take him far in life,” she said.
Ronald said he is dedicating this day and achievement
to his late mom. He was also accompanied by his proud
sisters, brother and uncles who were equally as excited
and in a celebratory mood.

Photography graduate, a
gleaming picture of hope
Puleng Maphisa

P

hotography graduate, Sicebile Sibanyoni is a gleaming picture of hope and inspiration to many young
women. She joined Vaal University of Technology (VUT)
in 2013 to study photography. Ready to complete her
Diploma in her final year, she was met with a horrific
incident that changed her life drastically.
In September of 2015, towards her final exam Sicebile
was raped. This ordeal made it difficult for her to focus
on her studies. What made matters worse, was her
believing that she wasn’t going to receive her diploma
nor complete her studies. Experiencing the trauma of
rape, Sicebile was admitted and treated for depression,
which put her away from her studies for six weeks.
She said that during her period of counselling she
had to deal with a lot of emotions. She said she often
pushed people away, especially her boyfriend who was
there at the time of the assault.
“Coming back to the Vaal was never an easy decision,
my parents didn’t want me to come back but I had faith
and trusted in God, I came back even though every day I
had to live in fear – with flashbacks of what happened,”
she said. Today, Sicebile is a proud BTech Degree holder in Photography.
Despite the challenges she’s faced, she managed to get
through it all. She says her boyfriend has contributed
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largely to her opening up again and that the support
and love she’s received from him and his family gave
her hope, she wants to share her experiences with others. “He is my dream come true, he gave me hope to
stand up again and fight for my life, because I was really suicidal.” She said.

Photography graduate: Sicebile Sibanyoni
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Karate sensei graduates with his high
school sweetheart
Qhawekazi Memani

L

uyanda Mntonga, aka “Duka Namahlathi, Nqwarhushe, Zimbelifutshane, ALIDLIWA NAZINTAKA
Nyana ka Hangu” as he prefers to be called, is an assistant Coach of the VUT Karate team. He proudly walked
up the stage to receive his qualification – a Baccalaureus Technologiae (BTECH) in Information Technology
on 11 September under the Faculty of Applied and Computer Sciences.
Not only is a proud graduate but also doing exceptionally well in karate. In December, he will be travelling
to Russia for the Kyokushin World Union (KWU) karate
full contact tournament fight.
“Sports opens up your mind to a lot of things and it has
personally assisted me throughout my studies. I would
like to urge students to join and participate in sporting
activities available on campus because not only does it
help stimulate your mind, it also opens a lot of opportunities,” he said.
Luyanda graduated with his high school sweetheart,
Tiny Fumba, she is also mother of his child, and happens to be a member of his karate team. He says his
future plans include working towards his PhD amongst
other things.

Team mates for life: Tiny Fumba and Luyanda Mntonga are proud
graduates

An array of culture and
diversity displayed at this
year’s spring graduations

Xhosa Pride: Karabo Kotwane graduated with his BTech in
Financial Information Systems
Vaal University of Technology
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From Congo with love: Lionel Mpeye (National Diploma Financial Information System); Fanny Kabedi (BTech Financial Information System)
and Virgil Tsoni (BTech Financial Information System) proudly flew their country flag high.
Our students are a true reflection of VUT’s diversity. They proudly celebrated their culture and heritage through
dress code at this year’s spring graduations! We’re indeed a University full of colour and culture.

Proudly African: Families came dressed in colourful traditional attire
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